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Abstract
Let A be a vector space over a field F . The group GL(F, A) of all
automorphisms of A and its subgroups are called linear groups. If A has
finite dimension over F then every element of GL(F, A) defines a non–
singular (n × n)–matrix over F , where n = dimF A. The theory of finite
dimensional linear groups is one of the best developed in Algebra. In the
case when dimF A is infinite, the situation is rather different. Study of
infinite dimensional linear groups requires some additional restrictions.
One from these restrictions is a finitarity of linear groups. We recall
that a linear group G is called a finitary if for each element g ∈ G
the subspace CA (g) has finite codimension [1–2]. The theory of finitary
linear groups has been developed very intensivly and have became very
rich with many interesting results [2].
In [3] the authors have considered antifinitary linear groups. Let
G ≤ GL(F, A), A(wF G) be an augmentation ideal of a group ring F G.
The augmentation dimension of G is the F –dimension of A(wF G). A
linear group G is an antifinitary linear group if each proper subgroup of
G having infinite augmentation dimension is finitely generated.
If G ≤ GL(F, A) then A can be considered as an F G–module. The
generalization of this case is consideration of RG–module where R is
a ring. B.A.F. Wehrfritz has considered an artinian–finitary group of
automorphisms of a module M over a ring R and a noetherian–finitary
group of automorphisms of a module M over a ring R wich are the
analogues of finitary linear groups [4–6]. The group of automorphisms
F1 AutR M of a module M over a ring R is called artinian–finitary if for
each element g ∈ F1 AutR M A(g − 1) is an artinian R–module. The
group of automorphisms F AutR M of a module M over a ring R is
called noetherian–finitary if for each element g ∈ F AutR M A(g − 1) is
a noetherian R–module.
We need the definition of a cocentralizer of a subgroup H in the
module A [7].
Definition 1. Let A be an RG-module where R is a ring, G is a
group. If H ≤ G then the quotient–module A/CA (H) considered as an
R–module is called a cocentralizer of a subgroup H in the module A.
The generalization of classes of artinian and noetherian modules is
the class of minimax modules [8].
Definition 2. An R–module A is called a minimax R–module
if A has finite series of submodules such that each factor is either a
noetherian R–module or an artinian R–module.

We consider the analogy of antifinitary linear groups in the theory of
modules over group rings. Let A be an RG–module. A group G is called
AFM–group if each proper subgroup H ≤ G such that its cocentralizer
in the module A is not a minimax R–module is finitely generated.
Let M D(G) be a set of all elements x ∈ G such that the cocentralizer of a group hxi in the module A is a minimax R–module. M D(G)
is a normal subgroup of a group G.
We consider AFM–groups such that R = Z is a ring of integers and
CG (A) = 1. The main results are the theorems.
Theorem 1. Let A be a ZG–module. If the cocentralizer of a
group G in the module A is a minimax Z–module then G is soluble.
Theorem 2. Let A be a ZG–module, G is a locally soluble AFM–
group. Then a group G is hyperabelian.
Theorem 3. Let A be a ZG–module, G is a finitely generated
soluble AFM–group. If the cocentralizer of a group G in the module A
is not a minimax Z–module then the following conditions hold:
(1) the cocentralizer of a subgroup M D(G) in the module A is a
minimax Z–module;
(2) a group G has a normal subgroup U such that the quotient
group G/U is polycyclic.
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